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in blackberry world? i just submitted my first app for blackberry world. it's an existing application
that is developed using the blackberry mobile sdk and is in the c/c++ category (i think it's an app
that was originally developed for the playbook). it seems that my application is not being accepted

by blackberry world and i get the following message: an error occurred while verifying your
application, please try again i see that there are questions that refer to this error but none of the

answers address my situation. my questions are: can anyone confirm that i have the correct
category and what category is the category that my existing application is in? i see that there is a

blackberry playbook category as well as blackberry smartphone categories. the app i just submitted
is for blackberry os 6.0 and higher. is there a way to force my existing application to show up in

blackberry world? is there a link that i can post to my profile in blackberry world so that people can
see that my existing application is there? a: can anyone confirm that i have the correct category and

what category is the category that my existing application is in? i see that there is a blackberry
playbook category as well as blackberry smartphone categories. your app does not show up under

the blackberry playbook category, but it does show up under the blackberry smartphone category. is
there a way to force my existing application to show up in blackberry world? is there a link that i can
post to my profile in blackberry world so that people can see that my existing application is there?

the only way i know of to get your app approved is to submit a new version of it with the new
category.
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